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entirely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to witty books, lots of novels,
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It is not more or less the costs. Its just about what you infatuation currently. This The Paid Companion Amanda
Quick, as one of the most practicing sellers here will unconditionally be among the best options to review.

I Thee Wed Amanda Quick 2010-01-13 It isn't easy making
a living as a lady's companion when one possesses a
sharp tongue and an original mind. That's why Emma
Greyson has gone through three such positions in six
months. Her current post at a tiresome country house
party has her bored to tears—until an extraordinary
encounter with the legendary Edison Stokes leads to a
secret position as his assistant. Stokes is on a
peculiar mission, searching for an anonymous thief who
has stolen an ancient book of arcane potions. He
suspects his quarry is among the party's guests—and that
the villain is looking for an intuitive woman on whom to
test a certain elixir. A woman just like Emma... For
Emma, the new post brings unexpected passion and
chilling danger. But when murder strikes, she realizes
the awful truth. Unless she and Edison devise a scheme
to outwit a merciless killer, she could forever lose the
man of her dreams—and even her very life....
Sizzle and Burn Jayne Ann Krentz 2008 Lonely and
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reluctant psychic Raine Tallentyre is targeted for
recruitment into the secret Arcane Society by fellow
psychic Zack Jones, an effort that is complicated by
Raine's painful memories of how the organization
shattered her family through an act of
The Paid Companion Amanda Quick 2005-03-29 “Once again,
the incomparable Quick has whipped up a delectable
Regency romance” (Booklist)—about an ice-cold business
agreement that turns into something far more heated… The
Earl of St. Merryn needs a woman. His intentions are
purely practical—he simply wants someone sensible and
suitably lovely to pose as his betrothed for a few weeks
among polite society. He has his own agenda to pursue,
and a false fiancée will keep the husband-hunters at bay
while he goes about his business. The simplest solution
is to hire a paid companion. After all, the sorry women
who must accept such employment are sure to be grateful
for any favor... When he encounters Miss Elenora Lodge,
he believes his problem is solved. Her dowdy attire and
pinned-up hair cannot hide her fine figure and the fire
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in her golden eyes. And her unfortunate
circumstances—and secret dreams of a life onstage—make
the Earl’s offer undeniably appealing. But St. Merryn is
clearly hiding something, and things seem oddly amiss in
his gloomy Rain Street home. Elenora is soon to discover
that his secrets are even darker than his décor—and this
lark will be a more dangerous adventure than she’d been
led to believe. And Arthur, Earl of St. Merryn, will
find that the meek and mild companion he’d envisioned
has become both a partner in his quest to catch a
killer—and an outspoken belle of the ball who stirs a
bothersome passion in his practical heart...
Ravished Amanda Quick 2009-12-23 From the cozy confines
of a tiny seaside village to the glittering crush of the
a fashionable London soiree comes an enthralling tale of
a thoroughly mismatched couple . . . poised to discover
the rapture of love. There was no doubt about it. What
Miss Harriet Pomeroy needed was a man. Someone powerful
and clever who could help her rout the unscrupulous
thieves who were using her beloved caves to hide their
loot. But when Harriet summoned Gideon Westbrook,
Viscount St. Justin, to her aid, she could not know that
she was summoning the devil himself. . . . Dubbed the
Beast of Blackthorne Hall for his scarred face and
lecherous past, Gideon was strong and fierce and
notoriously menacing. Yet Harriet could not find it in
her heart to fear him. For in his tawny gaze she sensed
a savage pain she longed to soothe . . . and a searing
passion she yearned to answer. Now, caught up in the
Beast’s clutches, Harriet must find a way to win his
heart–and evade the deadly trap of a scheming villain
who would see them parted for all time.
Mischief Amanda Quick 1997 When the independent Imogen
Waterstone convinces infamous explorer Matthias
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Marshall, Earl of Colchester, to help her lure a
ruthless enemy to ruin by posing as her suitor, the
result is scandalous passion and sinister threats.
Reprint.
Garden of Lies Amanda Quick 2015-04-21 The New York
Times bestselling author of The Other Lady Vanishes
presents a gripping novel of intrigue, murder, and
unexpected romance set against the backdrop of Victorian
London. The Kern Secretarial Agency provides reliable
professional services to its wealthy clientele, and Anne
Clifton was one of the finest young women in Ursula
Kern’s employ. But Miss Clifton has met an untimely
end—and Ursula is convinced it was not due to natural
causes. Bent on justice, Ursula hatches a plan: take
Anne’s place as stenographer to the reclusive poet
Valerie, Lady Fulbrook. There are dark rumors about Lord
Fulbrook, and his gloomy mansion in Mapstone Square
seems the logical starting point for an undercover
investigation. Archaeologist and adventurer Slater
Roxton thinks Mrs. Kern is off her head to meddle in
such dangerous business. But if this mysterious widowed
beauty insists on stirring the pot, Slater intends to
remain close by as they venture into the darker side of
polite society and a den of iniquity called the Olympus
Club. Together they must reveal the identity of a
killer—and to achieve their goal they may need to reveal
their deepest secrets to each other as well...
The River Knows Amanda Quick 2011-12-20 The first kiss
occurred in a dimly-lit hallway on the upper floor of
Elwin Hastings's grand house. Louisa never saw it coming
...Of course, Anthony Stalbridge couldn't possibly have
had romantic intentions. The kiss was an act of
desperation, meant to distract the armed guard about to
catch the pair in a place they did not belong. After
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all, Louisa Bryce is no man's idea of an alluring female
in her dull maroon gown and gold-rimmed spectacles. The
only thing the two interlopers have in common is a
passionate interest in the private affairs of Mr.
Hastings - a prominent member of Victorian Society whom
they both suspect of hiding terrible secrets. Each has a
reason for the quest. Anthony's fiancee was said to have
thrown herself into the Thames - but Anthony has his own
suspicions. Louisa - whose own identity is shrouded in
layers of mystery - is convinced Hastings has a
connection to a notorious brothel. But bringing Hastings
to justice will be more perilous than either anticipates
- and their hasty partnership will be more heated than
either expects.
Affair Amanda Quick 2010-04-28 Charlotte Arkendale knew
all there was to know about men. After all, she'd made a
career out of steering marriage-minded women away from
untrustworthy members of the opposite sex. Yet nothing
could have prepared her for Baxter St. Ives--an
arresting stranger too daring, too determined, too
dangerous to be her new man-of-affairs. Still, perhaps
he was the perfect person to help Charlotte investigate
the recent murder of one of her clients. So she gave him
a chance, never realizing that Baxter, a gifted
scientist, would soon conduct a risky exploration into
the alchemy of desire, with Charlotte as his subject.
But even as he sets out to seduce Charlotte, a twisted
killer lies in wait, ready to part the lovers...or see
them joined together forever--in death.
The Paid Companion Amanda Quick 2005 In order to pursue
his quest to catch a killer while keeping the highsociety husband-hunters at bay, the Earl of St. Merryn
hires the sensible Elenora Lodge to pose as his fiancée
during the upcoming London season.
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The Mystery Woman Amanda Quick 2014-04 Targeted by a
disabled former spy who wrongly believes she is
blackmailing his sister, Beatrice Lockwood offers her
assistance in tracking down the real culprit and
eventually falls for the spy only to find herself hunted
by a mad scientist who would resurrect a dead lover.
Scandal Amanda Quick 2010-04-28 From a stately country
house in Hampshire to the dazzling drawing rooms of
London society comes an exquisite tale of an elfin
beauty, a vengeful lord, and a wild, sweet love that is
sheer poetry. With her reputation forever tarnished by a
youthful indiscretion, lovely Emily Faringdon is
resigned to a life of spinsterhood–until she embarks on
an unusual correspondence and finds herself falling head
over heels in love. Sensitive, intelligent, and highminded, her noble pen pal seems to embody everything
Emily has ever dreamed of in a man. But Simon Augustus
Traherne, the mysterious Earl of Blade, is not at all
what he seems. Driven by dark, smoldering passions and a
tragic secret buried deep within his soul, Blade has all
of London cowering at his feet, but not Emily . . .
never Emily. For even as she surrenders to his seductive
charms, she knows the real reason for his amorous suit.
And she knows that she must reach the heart of this
golden-eyed dragon before the avenging demons of their
entwined pasts destroy the only love she has ever known.
'Til Death Do Us Part Amanda Quick 2017-05-02 Calista
Langley operates an exclusive 'introduction' agency in
Victorian London, catering to respectable ladies and
gentlemen who find themselves alone in the world. But
now, a dangerously obsessed individual has begun sending
her trinkets and gifts suitable only for those in
deepest mourning - a black mirror, a funeral wreath, a
ring set with black jet stone. Each is engraved with her
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initials. Desperate for help and fearing that the police
will be of no assistance, Calista turns to Trent
Hastings, a reclusive author of popular crime novels.
Believing that Calista may be taking advantage of his
lonely sister, who has become one of her clients, Trent
doesn't trust her. Scarred by his past, he's learned to
keep his emotions at bay, even as an instant attraction
threatens his resolve. But as Trent and Calista comb
through files of rejected clients in hopes of
identifying her tormentor, it becomes clear that the
danger may be coming from Calista's own secret past and that only her death will satisfy the stalker.
Eclipse Bay Jayne Ann Krentz 2000 In a rugged Oregon
town torn apart by a long-time family feud, wedding
consultant Hannah Harte is reunited by an unexpected
inheritance with Rafe Madison, but their attraction is
complicated by the hostilities that divide their
families.
The Other Lady Vanishes Amanda Quick 2019-04-02 The "New
York Times"-bestselling author of "The Girl Who Knew Too
Much" sweeps readers back to 1930s California, where the
most dazzling of illusions can't hide the darkest
secrets.
Wait Until Midnight Amanda Quick 2005 Adam Hardesty must
hunt down his blackmailer quickly or his secrets will be
revealed to all, and Caroline Fordyce joins him as they
navigate the darker side of London, guarding not only
their secrets, but eventually their very lives.
Angel Creek Linda Howard 2011-08-09 Desire came like a
wildfire to the Colorado hills to claim a woman’s
property...and her heart. From the New York Times
bestselling author of A Lady of the West. For five years
after her father died, beautiful Dee Swann held on to
Angel Creek valley and her independence. The homestead
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

was hers, and she vowed no one else would ever own
it...or her. Then Lucas Cochran came back to Colorado.
In the drought-cursed high country, he needed Angel
Creek and its cool water to turn his Double C ranch into
the cattle dynasty he craved. His ruthless ambition
guaranteed he would fight to take it away from the
black-haired, green-eyed spitfire who claimed it. But
the passion that blazed when Dee Swann and Lucas Cochran
met shocked them both. Unbidden, unexpected, their
kisses swept them toward a dangerous destiny where
dreams might be scattered...men could be killed...or
love would be born as wild and unfettered as this
glorious frontier.
Rendezvous Amanda Quick 2010-04-28 From the elegently
appointed drawing rooms of London's most exclusive clubs
to an imposing country estate in the heart of Dorset,
comes a provocative tale of a free-thinking beauty, a
dignified lord, and a mad impetuous love that defied all
logic . . . Augusta Ballinger was quite sure that it was
all a dreadful mistake. The chillingly pompous and
dangerous Earl of Graystone could not possibly wish to
marry her. Why, it was rumored that his chosen bride
must be a veritable model of virtue. And everyone knew
that Augusta, as the last of the wild, reckless
Northumberland Ballingers, was a woman who could not be
bothered by society’s rules. That was why the spirited
beauty had planned a midnight encounter to warn the earl
off, to convince him that she would make him a very poor
wife indeed. But when she crawled in through his
darkened study window, Augusta only succeeded in
strengthening Harry’s resolve: to kiss the laughter from
those honeyed lips and teach this maddening miss to
behave! How could he possibly know that it was he who
was in for a lesson . . . as his brazen fiancée set out
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to win his heart—and an old and clever enemy stepped in
to threaten their love, their honor, and their very
lives?
Lie by Moonlight Amanda Quick 2005-06-07 While
investigating a suspicious death, private inquiry agent
Ambrose Wells finds himself on the grounds of Aldwick
Castle—and in the midst of utter chaos. The ramshackle
castle is in flames—and a beautiful woman and four young
girls are taking flight on horseback. It turns out that
the strong-minded Miss Concordia Glade and her four
bright students are on the run from a notorious London
crime lord who’ll stop at nothing to destroy them. Now,
their only hope is Ambrose, a confirmed loner with more
than his share of secrets—and more than his share of
desire for the unconventional teacher. And as Ambrose
and Concordia risk everything to bring down a criminal
mastermind, they will also be forced to battle something
even greater: the steamy passion that threatens their
hard-won independence…
Slightly Shady Amanda Quick 2007-12-18 Amanda Quick's
bestselling trademark is a combination of suspense and
passion in historical tales alight with sparkling wit
and brimming with dangerous intrigue. Now she serves up
the most tantalizing novel of her career as an
enterprising woman allies herself with a mysterious spy,
only to be caught in a seething brew of treachery — and
temptation.... From the moment he burst into her
antiquities shop in Rome, Lavinia Lake knew the stranger
was nothing but trouble. He said he was in pursuit of a
killer. He swore he was only trying to save her. Yet no
matter what he claimed, Lavinia was convinced that Mr.
Tobias March was bent instead on destroying her. And
when the self-described spy hustled her and her niece
out of the shop and back to England, Lavinia could only
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

hope that one day she would would find a way to repay
Mr. March in full. But Lavinia never imagined the
shocking circumstances under which they would meet again
... or that soon he would become more deadly — and more
compelling — with each passing day. In the business of
making private inquiries, Tobias March had been hired to
trade down a powerful villain who even now was intent on
assuming control of a vast criminal organization. Yet in
his search he had found nothing but one dead end — and
one dead body — after another. And then, just as his
investigation was heating up once more, he found his
mission and his life complicated by the most
ungovernable, unpredictable, exasperating woman he had
ever met. Faced with a tangled web of deceit and danger,
Tobias had no choice but to form a partnership with
Lavinia, a lady whose past could only be described as
slightly shady. Yet when he persuaded her to become his
associate, neither Tobias nor Lavinia realized that
their heated disputes would spark a sizzling desire — or
that the deeper they kept digging for the truth, the
deeper they were digging their own graves....
Desire Amanda Quick 2008-07-29 From the windswept,
craggy coast of a remote British Isle comes the
thrilling tale of a daring lady and a dangerous
knight... bound by the tempests of fate—and the dawning
of... Desire Upon her father's death, beautiful,
headstrong Lady Clarre knew that she must wed, for the
protection of the Isle of Desire new fell to her. Yet
when her guardian's choice of prospective husband rode
through her castle gates, she felt utterly betrayed. All
sinewy muscle and savage steel, Sir Gareth of Wyckmere
was not the poet she'd requested but a fearsome knight
whose only interest was in war. Legions of robbers had
fallen beneath the Hellhound of Wyckmere's sword, and
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now this bold warrior was certain that he could tame one
willful wife. Yet even Gareth could not deter Lady Clare
from trying to mold him into her ideal... until their
clash of wills ignited a passion that set them both
aflame... and a treacherous plot put their lives in
deadly peril.
The Third Circle Amanda Quick 2008-04-22 New York Times
bestselling author Amanda Quick presents an Arcane
Society novel that reveals the passionate—and
paranormal—secrets of proper Victorian London.
Attempting to recover a relic stolen from her family
years ago, gifted crystal worker Leona Hewitt secretly
makes her way into Lord Delbridge’s private museum. But
who she finds there is more entrancing than the crystal
she seeks. Thaddeus Ware is a mesmerist with powerful
psychic energy—that doesn’t seem to be affecting the
woman before him. Instead, Leona seems to exert a rather
hypnotic power over the hypnotist himself. After she
gives him the slip, absconding with the crystal they
recovered, Thaddeus fears for her safety. For he is on
assignment for the secretive Arcane Society and knows
that the crystal holds the potential for great
destruction. It is the key to Lord Delbridge’s
membership in a shadowy group known as the Third Circle.
The nobleman killed before to acquire the crystal, and
Thaddeus has no doubt that he will kill again.
Second Sight Amanda Quick 2011-12-20 It isn't as though
attractive widow Venetia Jones doesn't have enough
problems. She has worked hard to become a fashionable
photographer catering to Victorian society's elite. Her
career has enabled her to provide a comfortable living
for her brother, sister and elderly aunt. Disaster
looms, however. Venetia has some closely held secrets,
not the least of which is her uncanny psychic ability.
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

Now her life is in danger because she has viewed the
unique aura of a killer fleeing the scene of his crime.
But the really unsettling news is that her conveniently
dead husband has just returned from the grave.
With This Ring Amanda Quick 2009-12-23 Leo Drake, the
“Mad Monk of Monkcrest,” is notoriously eccentric and
unquestionably reclusive. But he is also a noted
antiquities expert, which is why Beatrice Poole has
demanded his reluctant assistance. The freethinking
authoress of “horrid novels,” Beatrice is searching for
the Forbidden Rings of Aphrodite, a mythic treasure she
suspects played a role in her uncle's death. Beatrice
finds Leo every bit as fascinating as one of the heroes
in her novels—and she's convinced he's the only one who
can help her. But after only five minutes in her
company, Leo is sure he's never met a woman more
infuriating . . . and more likely to rescue him from
boredom. Yet the alliance may well prove to be the
biggest mistake of their lives. For a villain lurks in
London, waiting for the pair to unearth the Forbidden
Rings—knowing that when they do, that day will be their
last. . . . Praise for With This Ring “If you start an
Amanda Quick book in the late afternoon, you'll probably
spend the night with it.”—The Denver Post “[Amanda Quick
is] an exceptional storyteller.”—Daily News of Los
Angeles
I Thee Wed Amanda Quick 2000 After meeting the "man of
her dreams" while trying to hide in the wardrobe at a
party, Ema Greyson is swept up into a world of passion
and intrigue. Reprint.
Otherwise Engaged Amanda Quick 2014-04-22 The New York
Times Bestseller! Miss Amity Doncaster, world traveler,
is accustomed to adventure and risk. Benedict
Stanbridge, a man of science and a spy for the Crown,
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has faced danger in the darker corners of foreign lands.
Now they are about to face a threat that is shockingly
close to home… One does not expect to be kidnapped on a
London street in broad daylight. Yet Amity Doncaster
barely escapes with her life after she is trapped in a
carriage with the killer known in the press as the
Bridegroom. He is unwholesomely obsessed by her
scandalous connection to Benedict Stanbridge—gossip
about their hours alone in a ship’s stateroom seems to
have crossed the Atlantic faster than any sailing vessel
could. Benedict refuses to let this resourceful, daring
woman suffer for her romantic link to him—as tenuous as
it may be. For a man and woman so skilled at
disappearing, so at home in the exotic reaches of the
globe, escape is always an option. But each intends to
end the Bridegroom’s reign of terror in London. And as
they join forces and prepare to confront an unbalanced
criminal in the heart of the city they love, they must
also face feelings that neither can run from...
Don't Look Back Amanda Quick 2003-04-01 In this most
entrancing tale of mystery and romance by the New York
Times bestselling author AMANDA QUICK, lovers and
partners-in-crime investigators Lavinia Lake and Tobias
March continue their exciting newfound relationship,
with its delicious mix of risky business, rising
passion, and now--murder. As if a head for business and
a nose for trouble aren’t enough to distinguish fiercely
independent Lavinia Lake from the other women of
London’s fashionable Claremont Lane, there is one more
feature to set her apart. Lavinia is also well versed in
the practice of mesmerism, an extraordinary gift that
far surpasses mere charm and physical appeal. Nobody
knows this better than the usually coolheaded Tobias
March, who seems to have fallen hopelessly under her
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

spell. Fortunately for all, however, Lavinia uses her
powers for good. And ever since a tragedy involving one
of her subjects, she has even retired them in favor of
her work with Lake and March, a joint venture providing
“discreet private inquiries for individuals of quality.”
Celeste Hudson, the stunningly beautiful young wife of a
family friend and fellow mesmerist, would surely count
herself among such individuals--were she still alive,
that is. While mythology’s Medusa could turn men to
stone, lovely Celeste was more accustomed to turning
them to jelly. In fact, unbeknownst to her husband,
Howard, the ambitious Celeste was planning to use her
talents to forge a new future in Society--one that would
not include him. Sadly, her plans were cut short when
she was murdered. Only a gentleman’s cravat wound around
her lovely neck remained for evidence--small
compensation for the strange and priceless bracelet that
may have been snatched from her wrist as she drew her
last breath. As a result, Lake and March are soon in
Howard Hudson’s employ on the trail of the killer. But
Tobias is convinced the dashing widower is more
interested in tracking down the missing relic. If so,
Howard is not alone. Any number of ruthless types are
after the very same antiquity, whose centerpiece is an
unusual blue cameo of inestimable value and supposed
legendary powers--powers of immeasurable worth to anyone
in Howard’s line of work. Together, Lake and March
undertake a tantalizing investigation that leads them
from the glittering ballrooms of the ton to London’s
seediest taverns to a mesmerist whose therapies include
treating ladies suffering from “hysteria” is a a most
unconventional method--and, not least of all, to the
darkest reaches of men’s psyches. Along the way, Don’t
Look Back becomes a completely mesmerizing read as the
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irrepressible Lavinia and Tobias mix business with
pleasure....
The Lady Has a Past Amanda Quick 2021-05-04 Beauty and
glamour meet deception and revenge in this electrifying
novel by New York Times bestselling author Amanda Quick.
Investigative apprentice Lyra Brazier, the newest
resident of Burning Cove, is unsettled when her boss
suddenly disappears. Lyra knows something has happened
to Raina Kirk, and tracks down her last known appearance
at an exclusive hotel and health spa. The health spa is
known for its luxurious offerings and prestigious
clientele, and the wealthy, socialite background Lyra
desperately wanted to leave behind is perfect for this
undercover job. What Lyra lacks in investigative
experience she makes up for in gut instinct, and her gut
isn’t happy that she’s saddled with a partner by Luther
Pell, Raina’s dangerous lover, who wants to bring in
someone with more experience to help. Instead of the
suave, pistol-packing private eye she expected, though,
Simon Cage is a mild-mannered antiquarian book dealer
with a quiet, academic air, and a cool, remote gaze.
Lyra suspects that Simon is much more than what he
seems, and her instincts are confirmed when they arrive
at the spa and pose as a couple: Simon has a unique gift
that allows him to detect secrets, a skill that is
crucial in finding Raina. The unlikely duo falls down a
rabbit hole of twisted rumors and missing socialites,
discovering that the health spa is a façade for
something far darker than they imagined. With a murderer
in their midst, Raina isn't the only one in grave
danger—Lyra is next.
Guild Boss Jayne Castle 2021-11-16 Welcome to Illusion
Town on the colony world of Harmony—like Las Vegas on
Earth, but way more weird. Living in this new, alien
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

world doesn’t stop the settlers from trying to re-create
what they’ve left behind. Case in point—weddings are
still the highlight of any social calendar. But it’s the
after-party that turns disastrous for Lucy Bell.
Kidnapped and drugged as she leaves the party, she
manages to escape—only to find herself lost in the
mysterious, alien underground maze of glowing green
tunnels beneath Illusion Town. She’s been surviving on
determination and cold pizza, scavenged for her by a
special dust bunny, when help finally shows up. Gabriel
Jones is the Ghost Hunter sent to rescue her, but
escaping the underground ruins isn’t the end of her
troubles—it’s only the beginning. With no rational
reason for her abduction, and her sole witness gone on
another assignment for the Guild, whispers start
circulating that Lucy made it all up. Soon her life
unravels until she has nothing left but her pride. The
last thing she expects is for Gabriel Jones to come back
to town for her. The Lucy that Gabriel finds is not the
same woman he rescued, the one who looked at him as if
he were her hero. This Lucy is sharp, angry, and more
than a little cynical—instead of awe, she treats him
with extreme caution. But a killer is still hunting her,
and there aren’t a lot of options when it comes to
heroes. Despite her wariness, Gabriel is also the one
person who believes Lucy—after all, he was there. He’s
determined to help clear her reputation, no matter what
it takes. And as the new Guild Boss, his word is law,
even in the lawlessness of Illusion Town.
Wicked Widow Amanda Quick 2009-12-23 Madeline Deveridge
is aware of the whispers behind her back, the rumors
that she dispatched her husband to the next world and
concealed her crime. But she has a far more pressing
problem than her reputation as the Wicked Widow. It's
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impossible to believe that her late husband is haunting
her and her aunt, but something odd is happening, and
Madeline doesn't dare take chances. Summoning the
brilliant, reclusive Artemas Hunt, secret owner of
London's favorite pleasure pavilions and master of
arcane talents, she blackmails him into providing help.
As soon as the bargain is struck, Artemas and Madeline
find their arrangement complicated by searing desire,
and the frightening recognition that the ghost poses a
very real danger. Now they must plunge into a world of
intrigue and ancient mysteries, where a calculating
killer — and a tantalizing passion — will not be denied.
The Girl Who Knew Too Much Amanda Quick 2018-02-27 The
"New York Times"-bestselling author of "'Til Death Do Us
Part" trades in her usual setting of Victorian England
for the California coast of the 1930s, where glamour and
seduction spawn a multitude of sins.
The Paid Companion Amanda Quick 2011-12-20 The Earl of
St. Merryn needs a woman. His intentions are purely
practical - he simply wants someone sensible and
suitably lovely to pose as his betrothed for a few weeks
among polite society. He has his own agenda to pursue,
and a false fiance will keep the husband-hunters at bay
while he goes about his business. The simplest solution
is to hire a paid companion. Finding the right candidate
proves more of a challenge than he expected. But when he
encounters Miss Elenora Lodge, her feisty manner and
golden eyes sway him to make a generous offer. Elenora's
sorry financial circumstances - and dreams of a life of
independence - leave her little choice but to accept.
But St. Merryn appears to be hiding a secret or two, and
things seem oddly amiss in his gloomy London home.
Elenora soon discovers that this lark will be a far more
dangerous adventure than she'd been led to believe. And
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

the Earl of St. Merryn will find that the meek and mild
companion he'd initially envisioned has become a partner
in his quest to catch a killer - and an outspoken belle
of the ball who stirs a bothersome passion in his
practical heart.
Crystal Gardens Amanda Quick 2013 When she seeks refuge
in a paranormally charged garden, Evangeline Ames is
rescued from a would-be assassin by the garden's owner,
Lucas Sebastian, who wants her help to solve a buriedtreasure mystery and stop a common enemy.
Late for the Wedding Amanda Quick 2003-04-29 New York
Times bestselling author Amanda Quick returns with a
thrilling new venture into romance and mystery,
featuring the most unusual, highly compatible-undeniably combustible--pairing of Tobias March and his
mesmerizing partner, Lavinia Lake. An invitation to a
country house party at Beaumont Castle provides a
perfect solution to Tobias and Lavinia’s most
exasperating challenge: how to escape the chaos of
London for a remote, relaxing--and above all romantic-retreat from prying eyes and wagging tongues. But the
lovers’ plans are foiled when their first cozy interlude
of the weekend is disrupted by the appearance of a
stunning woman from Tobias’s past. Aspasia Gray’s beauty
is as haunting as her connection to Tobias. Her longdeceased fiancé was a friend of his--in addition to
being an eccentric assassin. The mysterious nature of
the bond between Tobias and Aspasia makes Lavinia more
than a little uncomfortable. Especially as her first
encounter with Aspasia occurs when she finds her in
Tobias’s bedchamber... It seems Aspasia is seeking
protection--and solace--after receiving an ominous
message that eerily recalls the past. Suddenly the
obstacles standing betweenTobias and Lavinia appear
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greater than just a little London gossip--and far more
deadly.When events at the castle suggest someone is
imitating the dead killer’s methods, the team of Lake
and March fervently pursue the investigation--and each
other--as their leads take them from Society’s most
elegant haunts--and most discreet hideaways--to London’s
shadiest backstreets. As their relationship heats up, so
does the intrigue. Soon Lavinia will have to employ all
her talents to flummox the scoundrel who so rudely
interrupted her rendezvous. And then she and Tobias can
get back to more pleasurable affairs.
Seduction Amanda Quick 2010-09-22 Townsfolk called him
devil. For dark and enigmatic Julian, Earl of Ravenwood,
was a man with a legendary temper and a first wife whose
mysterious death would not be forgotten. Some said the
beautiful Lady Ravenwood had drowned herself in the
black, murky waters of Ravenwood Pond. Others whispered
of foul play and the devil's wrath. Now country-bred
Sophy Dorring is about to become Ravenwood's new bride.
Drawn to his masculine strength and the glitter of
desire that burned in his emerald eyes, the tawny-haired
lass had her own reasons for agreeing to a marriage of
convenience. One was vengeance, and in its pursuit she
would entangle Julian in a blackmail plot, a duel at
dawn, and a dangerous masquerade. The other reason was
dearer to her heart, but just as wild a quest: Sophy
Dorring intended to teach the devil to love again.
The Paid Companion Amanda Quick 2005 In order to pursue
his quest to catch a killer while keeping the highsociety husband-hunters at bay, the Earl of St. Merryn
hires the sensible Elenora Lodge to pose as his fiancée
during the upcoming London season.
When She Dreams Amanda Quick 2022-05-03 Return to 1930s
Burning Cove, California, the glamorous seaside
the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

playground for Hollywood stars, mobsters, spies, and a
host of others who find more than they bargain for in
this mysterious town. Maggie Lodge, assistant to the
reclusive advice columnist known only as Dear Aunt
Cornelia to her readers, hires down-but-not-quite-out
private eye Sam Sage to help track down the person who
is blackmailing her employer. Maggie and Sam are a
mismatched pair. As far as Sam is concerned, Maggie is
reckless and in over her head. She is not what he had in
mind for a client, but he can’t afford to be choosy.
Maggie, on the other hand, is convinced that Sam is
badly in need of guidance and good advice. She does not
hesitate to give him both. In spite of the verbal
fireworks between them, they are fiercely attracted to
each other, but each is convinced it would be a mistake
to let passion take over. They are, after all, keeping
secrets from each other. Sam is haunted by his past,
which includes a marriage shattered by betrayal and
violence. Maggie is troubled by intense and vivid
dreams—dreams that she can sometimes control. There are
those who want to run experiments on her and use her for
their own purposes, while others think she should be
committed to an asylum. When the pair discovers someone
is impersonating Aunt Cornelia at a conference on
psychic dreaming and a woman dies at the conference, the
door is opened to a dangerous web of blackmail and
murder. Secrets from the past are revealed, leaving
Maggie and Sam in the path of a ruthless killer who will
stop at nothing to exact vengeance.
Murder at Queen's Landing Andrea Penrose 2020 Series
order taken from author's website.
The Paid Companion Amanda Quick 2004 The Earl of St.
Merryn needs a woman. His intentions are purely
practical-he simply wants someone sensible and suitably
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lovely to pose as his betrothed for a few weeks among
polite society. He has his own agenda to pursue, and a
false fiancée will keep the husband-hunters at bay while
he goes about his business. The simplest solution is to
hire a paid companion. Finding the right candidate
proves more of a challenge than he expected. But when he
encounters Miss Elenora Lodge, the fire in her golden
eyes sways him to make a generous offer. Her sorry
financial circumstances-and dreams of a life of
independence-convince her to accept. But St. Merryn
appears to be hiding a secret or two, and things seem
oddly amiss in his gloomy London home. Elenora soon
discovers that this lark will be a far more dangerous
adventure than she'd been led to believe. And the Earl
of St. Merryn will find that the meek and mild companion
he'd initially envisioned has become a partner in his
quest to catch a killer-and an outspoken belle of the
ball who stirs a bothersome passion in his practical
heart.
The Perfect Poison Amanda Quick 2009-04-21 In this
suspenseful Arcane Society novel, New York Times
bestselling author Amanda Quick delves into the
underworld of passion, greed and powers that lie beyond
this realm. Victorian botanist Lucinda Bromley has a
rare talent: the ability to detect almost any type of
poison. She also tends many rare plants, including a
species of fern that was stolen from her conservatory
just last month—and which turns up in a poison that was
used in a nobleman’s murder. To keep her name out of the
investigation and to find the killer, Lucinda hires a
fellow Arcane Society member. The founder of a psychical

the-paid-companion-amanda-quick

investigation agency, Caleb Jones is very good at
protecting the Society’s secrets—and frighteningly good
at getting the truth. As a nearly overwhelming desire
blooms between Caleb and Lucinda, they are drawn into
the dark heart of a deadly conspiracy—and into a legacy
of madness that could plunge Caleb into the depths of
his own tortured soul...
Close Up Amanda Quick 2020-05-05 Welcome to Burning
Cove, California where 1930s Hollywood glamour conceals
a ruthless killer… Vivian Brazier never thought life as
an art photographer would include nightly wake-up calls
to snap photos of grisly crime scenes or headshots for
aspiring male actors. Although she is set on a career of
transforming photography into a new art form, she knows
her current work is what’s paying the bills. After
shooting crime scene photos of a famous actress, the
latest victim of the murderer the press has dubbed the
“Dagger Killer,” Vivian notices eerie similarities to
the crime scenes of previous victims—details that only
another photographer would have noticed—details that put
Vivian at the top of the killer’s target list. Nick
Sundridge has always been able to “see” things that
others don’t, coping with disturbing dreams and visions.
His talent, or as he puts it—his curse—along with his
dark past makes him a recluse, but a brilliant
investigator. As the only one with the ability to help,
Nick is sent to protect Vivian. Together, they discover
the Dagger Killer has ties to the glitz and glamour of
Hollywood royalty and high society. It is a cutthroat
world of allure and deception that Vivian and Nick must
traverse—all in order to uncover the killer who will
stop at nothing to add them to their gallery of murders.
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